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iortar Board 
ilects Five 
lew Members
Traditional Tapping 
Ceremony Takes Place 
In Convocation
Jean Altis, Laura Fretz, Marjorie 
Harkins. Dorien Montz and Sallie 
Rothschild were the five junior 
women honored in convocation 
Thursday, April 16 by being elected 
to Mortar Board, National honorary 
society.
Mortar Board's selections are 
made on the basis of scholarship, 
leadership and service to the cam­
pus. The purpose of the organization 
is "to provide for the cooperation 
between societies, to promote col­
lege loyalty, to advance the spirit of 
service and fellowship among uni­
versity women, to maintain a high 
ftandard of scholarship, to recognize 
and encourage leadership and to 
Stimulate and develop a finer type 
Of college woman.”
Jean Altis
Jean Altis is editor of the Ariel,
■ member of the Contributor staff, 
french club. Heelers. Phi Sigma Io­
ta, the Intersorority choir and is on 
the all college Social committee 
She is vice-president of Kappa 
Alpha Theta and a counselor at 
Ornisby.
Laura Fretz is president of Pi 
Beta Phi, a member of French club, 
German club and chairman of the 
Philosophy club. She is a member 
of the Lawrentian editorial board 
y d  staff, has served on the Ariel 
, feoff and is a counselor at Ormsbv
Marjorie Harkins is president of 
Kappa Mpha Theta. treasurer of 
W.A.. se«.:'tary of the Forensic 
ard. secr**iar> of the Dramatic 
ard. a member of Eta Srgina Phi. 
inset, Science club and has served 
On the Lawrence, Ariel and Con­
tributor staffs.
Porien Montz is president of A l­
pha Delta Pi, president of L.W.A., 
treasurer of W.A.A., a member of 
the Intersorority choir, a counselor 
•t  Ormsby and has been active in 
athletics. She Is a member of the 
jbeecutive committee, Pan-Hellenic 
Oouncil. French club and the Con­
tributor staff, and was feature edi­
tor of the Lawrentian.
Sallie Rothschild is vice president 
Of Delta Gamma, secretary of 
French club president of judicial 
board, vice president of L.W.A. 
and a member of Heelers and Phi 
Sigma Iota. She is a counselor at 
Washington house and has served 
on the Ariel staff.
Friday, April 24—One act plays. 
Saturday, April 15—Phi Kappa 
Tan Spring formal.
Campos club spring dinner. 
Wesley Teply and James Gloe, 
duo-planists, MacDowell Men's 
chorus—high school, 8 p. m. 
Sunday, April 26—Stanley Gunn, 
organist, Dorothy Ruddy, sop­
rano, chapel 4:15 p. m. 
Constance Clark, cellist. Mar­
guerite Schumann, soprano. 
Conservatory, 8 p. m.
Tuesday, April 28—Student Re­
cital. Conservatory, 8 p. m. 
Thursday, April 30 — One act 
plays.
Two act play.
Friday, May 1—Delta Gamma 
spring formal.
Pi Beta Phi spring formal. 
Shirlee Emmons, contralto. 
Dayton Grafman, pianist, Con­
servatory, 8 p. m.
Saturday, May 2—Alpha Delta 
Pi spring formal.
Alpha Chi Omega spring for­
mal.
Sunday, May 3—French movie. 
Friday. May 8—Kappa Delta- 
Sigma Alpha Iota spring for­
mal.
Swimming pageant, 8 p. m. 
Saturday, May 9—May Day 
breakfast.
Kappa Alpha Theta spring 
formal.
Institute formal.
Sunday. May 10—Mother’s Day.
May Queen Crowning.
Friday, May 15—Exams begin. 
Friday, May 22—Senior Ball. 
Sunday, May 24—Baccalaureate. 
Commencement.
Lawrence's Annual 
Water Pageant to 
Take Place May 8
The annual Lawrence college 
water pageant, one of the most 
colorful presentations of the year, 
will be staged in the large Alex­
ander gymnasium pool on the 
south campus Friday evening, May 
8
The cast includes 36 young 
women and several male swim­
mers under the direction of Miss 
Barbara Timmons, women’s phys­
ical education director, assisted by 
Peggy Chalmers.
The program will follow a pa­
triotic theme and well include 
such special features as a rhythm 
swim, a rondo, double pin-wheel, 
and fancy diving and swimming. 
A musical score will accompany the 
whole show and special lighting, 
above and below the water, will 
help carry the theme.
Students May 
Reserve Rooms 
For Next Year
Room Defr.sit of $10 
Must Accompany Each 
Student's Application
Applications for dormitory rooms 
will be taken next week. If any 
students wish to retain for next 
year the same rooms which they 
now occupy, they may make reser­
vations at the Business Office at 
once. Rooms will not be held after 
12 M. Tuesday, unless such an ap­
plication is made.
A room deposit of $10 must ac­
company each application. This de­
posit will be applied on the total 
charge of room and board for the 
first semester of next year. A re­
fund of room deposits will be made 
only on rooms released before Au­
gust 1.
Applications
Each student will be required to 
make application in person. Assign­
ments will be made in order of ap­
plication. and any necessary adjust­
ments must be made through the 
Business Office.
Applications by those not wishing 
to retain their present rooms will 
be made according to the following 
schedule:
Tuesday. April 28-2-4:30. Next 
year's seniors.
Wednesday, April 29—8:30-11:30 
a.m., 2-4:30 p.m. Next year’s juniors 
as scheduled by memoranda from 
Miss Matson.
Thursday, April 30—8:30-11:30 
a.m., 2-4:30 p.m. Next year’s sopho­
mores as scheduled by memoranda 
from Miss Matson.
All fines and picture reserve 
fees must be paid at the circula­
tion desk of the library as soon 
as possible. Names of all students 
who have not paid by May 1 will 
be sent to the dean's office. No 
examination may be taken until 
this matter is taken care of.
B oyce P ro d u c e s  
'M iss L ulu B e tt'
Production Class 
Presents Play at 
7 O'clock Tonight
“Miss Lulu Bett’’ will make her 
debut tonight at 7 o'clock in room 
42. Main Hall. This will be Barbara 
Boyce's production of Zona Gale's 
play. She is directing the first act.
Jane Mallm will play the part of 
Lulu Bett, the frustrated slave to 
her domineering relatives. Her re­
latives and their student actors are: 
Mother Bett, Peggy Johnson; 
Dwight Deacon, Jack Roddy; Ina 
Deacon. Georgina Mitchell; and the 
playful brat, Monona Deacon, Ber 
that Smyrneos. Others in the cast 
are Bob Whitaker as Ninian Dea 
con; Jeanne Ruhling; Diana Deacon, 
Dick Spencer. Bobbie Larkin; and 
Don Hovde, Mr. Cornish.
The playwright. Zona Gale, was 
given an honorary degree by Law 
rence College in 1939.
“Mercy Dodd”
“Mercy Dodd” or “Presumptious 
Evidence” will be given Thursday 
April 30th. This rip-snorting mel 
odrama of the “gay" nineties is be­
ing directed by Bud Rubino, Bob 
Mess and George Garman.
Garman and Mess are cast as 
Mathew Dodd and Sir Bertie Buck- 
thorne. We quote the directors, 
“which leaves Rubino to swear nt 
the cast.” Jaye Schoff will play the 
title role of Mercy Dodd.
Others in the cast are: Mary 
Louis? Dayas Sybil Leonard; Betty 
Pochert, Josephine Dubose; John 
Wadd. Bobby Saker; Bill Coreney 
Wayne Ruehl (alias Portland Bill); 
Elmer Larson. Reginald Bucli- 
thorne; and Brassey, Frank Abcn 
droth.
Profiles of Results * 
Of Kuder Tests Ready
Profiles of the results of the Ku­
der Preference tests given to the 
sophomores and many upperclass 
students may be obtained at Dean 
Anderson’s office.
Any individuals who so desire 
may take the test at any time; 
a 50c fee will be charged. The 
purpose of these tests is to deter­
mine the vocational interests of the 
student.
College Plans 
Convocations 
For New Students
Plans are under way for a series 
of freshman convocation programs 
to be held next year with President 
Thomas N. Barrows and Dean Paul 
Anderson as the speakers. The pro­
grams will follow a definite plan 
designed to be an introduction to 
a liberal arts education regarding 
the nature, understanding, curricu­
lum, reasons for requirements and 
the relationships of different fields.
They will also include a discus­
sion of curricular and extracurricu­
lar activities. These programs will 
probably be held on Thursdays, but 
as yet no definite arrangements for 
time have been made.
College Has to Cancel 
Annual Field Trip
The annual spring field trip to 
Baraboo and the Wisconsin Dells 
has been cancelled due to a gov­
ernment order prohibiting the use 
of buses for charter trips.
This order was received by the 
local bus company on Wednesday 
morning, April 22, the day before 
the trip was scheduled to leave 
Other bus companies in the vicin­
ity were affected by the same or­
der.
Thirty-or.e students planned to 
take the trip.
Chemists Hold 
Meeting Here
Eyring Will Speak at 
Meeting of American 
Chemical Society
The hundredth meeting of the 
Northeast Wisconsin Section will be 
held in the Chemistry lecture çpom 
at Lawrence college at 8 p. m., on 
Wednesday evening, April 29, 1942, 
The speaker of the evening will be 
Dr. Henry Eyring. professor of 
chemistry at Princeton university. 
The subject of his talk will be, 
“Thermodynamic Properties and 
Rate Processes at Surfaces. Includ­
ing a Theory of Surface Lubrica­
tion.”
Dr. Eyring received a mining de­
gress and one in metallurgy from 
the University of Arizona. In 1927 
he obtained his doctor's degree in 
chemistry from the University of 
California. The next two years were 
spent as instructor and research 
associate at the University of Wis­
consin. After a year in Berlin as a 
National Research Fellow, he lec­
tured for a year at the University 
of California. Since 1931 he has 
bet.i a member of the faculty of 
Princeton university.
The speaker will discuss the fun­
damental principles governing 
equilibrium and reaction rates. 
These are used to calculate the sur­
face of liquids. Anomalies in sur­
face viscosity will be considered. 
The coefficient of friction for two 
surfaces moving by each other and 
the mechanism by which absorbed 
molecules lubricate these surfaces 
will be taken up in some detail.
Examination Schedule—Second Semester, 1941-42
Friday, May 15 
a. m. 8:00-10:00
a. m. 10:30-12:30
p. m. 2:30-4:30
Saturday, May 16 
a. m. 8:00-10:00
a. m 10:30-12:30
p. m. 2:30-4:30
Monday, May 18 
a. m. 8:00-10:00
a. m. 10:30-12:30 
p. m. 2:30-4:30
Tuesday, May 19 
a. m. 8:00-10:00
a. m. 10:30-12:30
p. m. 2:30-4:30
Wednesday, May 20 
a. m. 8:00-10:00
a. m. 10:30-12:30
p. m. 2:30-4:30
Thursday, May 21 
a. m. 8:00-10:00
a. m. 10:30-12:30
English 2B. C. F. G. K. M, English 12D. English 
12C, Philosophy 22, Music Ed. 24, Music Ed. 34 
English 2A. D, E. H, J, L, Econ. 14. Chem. 32, 
Speech 32. Government 46. Greek 34. Music 22. 
Religion 12. Philosophy 42. Spanish 24. Mathe­
matics 26. Education 22, Psychology 16, Botany 
22, German 32.
Economics 12A, C, D, E, Art 22, Philosophy 56, 
Music 24.
Art 2, English 32, History 22, Economics 48, Eco­
nomics 32, Psychology 12, Economics 26, Physics 
22. Music 4.
German 2A. B, French 2A, B. C, Spanish 4, 
Italian 10, Latin 2, Geology 26, English 22, Mu­
sic Ed. 12.
Geology 42, Economics 36. Education 32, An­
thropology 14, English 42, Classics 62, German 
22A, B, Philosophy 46, Engineering 2, Speech 
22, History 204, English 52, Botany 52, Music 76. 
Physics 2, Physics 12, Chemistry 2, French 32, 
Art 52, Music Ed. 22.
Botany 2, Geology 2, Zoology 2, Music 32.
Speech 12A, B, C. Economics 72, Psychology 
22, Zoology 26, Sociology 22, English 62.
Geology 32, Psychology 26. Economics 42, Gov­
ernment 22, Mathematics 22. English 12E, Clas­
sics 32. Religion 42, Botany 202, Mathematics 32, 
History 42, Music Ed. 42.
History 2, History 4, History 12, Music 42.
Spanish 14, French 12A, B, C, German 12A, B, 
C, Latin 12, Greek 24.
Chemistry 22, Zoology 32, Economics 22, Educa­
tion 42, Government 12, Sociology 32, Drama 
12, French 22A, B, Chemistry 52, Mathematics 
42, Latin 52, Music 2.
Mathematics 2A, B, C, D, E.
History 32, Religion 32, English 16B, Drama 32, 
Sociology 12, French 52, English 208, Chemistry 
42.
Philosophy 12A, B, Government 42, Psychology 
14, History 62, Art 12.
B etty  H a rk e r 
R eceiv es H igh 
S e n io r A w ard
Award First Place 
Honors to Alpha Delta 
Pi for Most Points
The senior award for the most 
outstanding senior girl in the 
Women's Athletic association was 
presented to Betty Harker at the 
annual banquet held by the organ­
ization at Ormsby Wednesday. It 
was with great eagerness that the 
70 girls listened to Miss Barbara 
Timmons make the presentation to 
the senior girl who best fulfilled 
the ideals of all around partici- 
pation in sports, scholarship, lead- 
ship and service.
Another eargerly awaited event 
was the presentation of the silver 
platter awarded to the sorority with 
the most points in major and minor 
sports. This year Alpha Delta Pi 
won the platter. Second place 
went to Alpha Chi Omega, third 
to Delta Gamma, and fourth to 
Pi Beta Phi. In the minor sports, 
winner of the bowling competition 
was Alpha Chi Omega, the Pi 
Phis won the ping pong champion­
ship and in badminton the Thetas 
came out on top.
Athletic Chairman 
To the athletic chairman of Alpha 
Delta Pi was given the basketball 
award and to the Delta Gamma 
representative the volleyball award.
Four “L" sweaters were present­
ed to the following girls: Janie 
Jackson. Myra Kolitsch, Dorien 
Montz and Marion Pietsch. These 
sweaters, white cardigans with a 
large blue chenille L. ate awarded 
for membership on varsity and class 
teams.
Janie Jackson, president of the 
Numeral club, explained the sig­
nificance of the club before giving 
out the numerals. This club, an 
auxiliary of the ••L’' club, was 
founded in 1929. and since then has 
played an important part in 
women’s athletics. Awards were 
then given to Jean Altis, Alice 
Kemp. Myra Kolitsch. Petie O'Con­
nor, Betsy Ross and Marion Pie- 
tsch. These awards are given in 
recognition of election' to two 
varsity and six class teams, or ten 
class teams. This recognition is 
in the form of white numerals 
on a round background of blue 
felt.
Betsy Ross
Betsy Ross presented the intra­
mural awards. Gretchen Hines, 
Lois Kahler, Rachel Musselman, 
Catherine Seibert and Pat Wen- 
ner were given letters for bowl­
ing.
Hockey awards were given to 
Marge Coleman. Marion Pietsch, 
Betty Harker, Jane Brown, Carol 
McCarthy, Petie O'Connor, and 
Dorothy Hohenadal.
In volley ball the award recip­
ients were Jean Adrianson, Joan 
Glasow. Betty Harker, Jean Hub­
bard. Jean Altis, Alice Kemp. Pat­
ty Ladwig. Dorien Montz, Marioa 
Pietsch. Adele Angel, Shirley Loth, 
Jane Brown and Janice Taylor.
In basketball the award winners 
were Jean Hubbard, Joan Glasow, 
Dorien Montz. Betty Harker. Carol 
McCarthy, Gretchen Hines, Shirley 
Loth, Marion Pietsch, Myra Ko­
litsch. and Rachel Musselman. 
Awards in ping pong went to Bar­
bara Hilmers, Lynn Doherty, Peg 
Chalmers and Nancy Sherman.
Mrs. Cloak Speaks
The speaker for the evening was 
Mrs. T. Cloak who introduced an 
unusual note in after dinner 
speeches by reading several short 
humorous poems. Both the 
speaker and her subject were en­
thusiastically received.
Besides Mrs. Cloak as guests of 
honor were Miss Romeo and Miss 
Timmons. Representatives of the 
sororities present were the soror­
ity athletic chairmmen Pat Kane, 
Mary Younglove, Louise Wilkinson, 
Jane Brown, Alice Kemp and Bet­
sy Ross.
The tables were arranged In the 
traditional U. with a blue and 
white centerpiece.
Ii
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Borgese Talks 
About World 
After the War
Speaker Believes That 
War Will Destroy Many 
Civilization Values
On Monday, Dr. Borgese from the 
University of Chicago spoke on the 
world after the war. He is an hon­
orary member of Phi Beta Kappa, 
and he expressed his pleasure and 
gratitude for being asked to join.
The first question Dr. Borgese 
raised was whether we should live 
lip to the ideals on which this coun­
try is built or be lax. The Civil war 
and World war 1 were both fought 
on this question. In this war we 
have had to face the problems of 
Isolationists vs. Interventionists and 
Defense vs. Offense.
Dr. Borgese does not think ihat 
we should want a long war be­
cause a long war will consume 
many values of the civilization we 
are fighting for. However, he said, 
the aims of the war cannot consist 
of preservation of what we have, 
because all these arc not equal 
among the people.
Lack Unity
The lack of the spirit of unity is 
modern man's greatest error. Prob­
lems must be solved universally.
It is important that the people 
know the aims of this war. There 
are two plans, Roosevelt’s Four free­
doms and the Atlantic charter. The 
Four Freedoms are 1. opinion and 
spoech, 2, of worship 3. from want,
4. from fear. These must be univer­
sal. We do not have thes yet, even 
in America.
One of the provisions of the At­
lantic charter is that each country 
or people shall have the right to 
govern themselves as they desire.
Dr. Borge.se says that this cannot . f _
be. because that is what caused this BleSSmCM, CldSS Or 
war.
Dr. Borgese quoted some of Hit­
ler’s speeches as illustrating the 
need for faith to form resistance 
Me said that we should follow the 
Ideals of Phi Beta Kappa.
FIRST MEN TO DIE— Shown above are Richard Rosebush, 
right and Edward Blessman, who are the first Lawrence men to 
die in this war. Richard Rosebush was killed when his plane 
crashed in Colorado. Edward Blessman lost his life when Jap­
anese planes attacked his warship in the battle of Java.
Lawrentians Will Pay Homage 
To Traditional May Queen
Just two weeks from this coming 
Sunday, May 10, Lawrentians will 
again move en masse to the lawn of 
Alexander Gym to pay tribute to 
the senior girl who they have chos­
en as the most beautiful and best- 
fitted to reign as Lawrence May 
Queen. This tradition has been ob­
served each May year after year 
and has been the last and final 
celebration before baccalaureate 
and graduation. Parents, friends 
and townspeople flock to see the 
crowning and to take part in the
Clark Presents 
Cello Concert
Schumann and Villa 
Will Assist Program
Constance Clark, senior cello stu­
dent, will present a recital Sunday 
evening, April 28. at 8 o’clock. 
Dorothy Villa will accompany, and 
Marguerite Schumann, soprano, 
Will assist in the program.
Miss Clark studies under Dr. 
Fullinwider. Miss Schumann is 
from the studio of Marshall Hulbert 
and Miss Villa is a student of 
Gladys Brainard.
Another recital will be given 
Sunday afternoon. May 3, at 4:15 at 
the chapel, Harold Green will bo 
the organist and Sheila Wears, so­
prano, will be the soloist.
The concert will include the fol­
lowing numbers:
Sonata for Piano and ’Cello 
in F Major Beethoven
(First Movement)
Adagio Sostenuto 
Allegro
Miss Clark 
Miss Villa 
Der Schmetterling ist in die 
Rose verliebt Franz
Es Hat Die Rose Sich 
Beklagt Franz
Er. Der Herrlichste von 
Allen Schumann
O, Liebliche Wangen Brahms 
Miss Schumann 
Concerto No. 5. Op. 76 
D Minor Goltermann
(Second and Third 
Movements)
Andante
Allegro
Miss Clark 
To the Birds Georges Hue
My Lady Walks in 
Loveliness Ernest Charles
A Green Cornfield Michael Head 
Ah, Love, but a 
Day! Mrs. H. H. A. Beach
Miss Schumann 
Last Spring Gries
Album Leaf Wagner
Barcarolle Spend iarow
Minuet in D Squire
Miss Clark
1930, Is First Alumnus 
Killed in Present War
Lieutenant Edward Blessman, a 
member of the class of 1930. is the 
first Lawrence college alumnus to 
be killed in the present dar. Eddie, 
who left Lawrence to attend the 
United States Naval Academy, was 
fatally wounded when Japanese 
bombers attacked his warship Feb­
ruary 4 off the coast of Java. His 
ship, though heavily damaged, sur­
vived the attack, but its companion, 
the cruiser Houston, was later sunk.
The Chicago Daily News recently 
ran a copyrighted story describing 
the early morning funeral of Lieu­
tenant Blessman in the little south­
ern Javanese town of Tjilatjap. 
Chaplain Rentz of the Asiatic fleet 
and a Dutch priest read the service 
and fellow fliers from the Houston 
bore the body to its grave.
colorful pageantry. To the music 
of our own A Cappella choir queen 
after queen has presented her at­
tendants and led the court of hon­
or in the recessional.
This year the crowning of t h e 
May Queen will fall upon Mothers’ 
day. Lawrentians will choose their 
queen by vote in convocation April 
27, but neither they, nor the queen, 
nor her court, will know the re­
sults until that Sunday afternoon 
when the crowning takes place.
As a fitting preface to the cere­
mony, from seven in the morning 
until ten May 9, breakfast will be 
served on the Ormsby lawn be­
tween the dormitory and Science 
hall. The councilors will act as 
hostesses to assist the L. W. A. coun­
cil which sponsors the breakfast 
and the crowning. Tickets will be 
put on sale within the next two 
weeks. All loyal Lawrentians who 
have responded to the traditions of 
Best-Loved Banquet. Phi Bete elec­
tions. Mace-Mortar Board Tapping 
and the time-honored custom of the 
Junior Spade and Spoon, will be 
eagerly awaiting further details 
which will appear in your local 
newspaper for the next two weeks.
Library Has 
Exhibition of 
Watercolors
Artists Represent 
Different Types of 
Skilled Painters
There are several very good 
watercolors hanging in the Marine 
hospital exhibition in the library.
'Joe's House’ by Harley Melzian 
is very good because of the direct­
ness with which the washes have 
been introduced. There is no 
streaking or evidences of a going 
over the second time. The few 
colors which Melzian has used is 
typical of the modern simplifica­
tion of the palette. Liveliness has 
been injected into the shadows 
through the use of reflected light.
Donald Gooch’s ‘Fish basket’ is 
very good in its expressive forms. 
The curved lines are suggestive of 
the fish and the ocean waves. The 
necessary rapidity of execution has 
beeif happily exploited. The lack 
of details and the emphasis upon 
basip form is characteristic of the 
shorthand style which Gooch uses.
A j subject only to be undertaken 
by a sensitive artist has been done 
excellently by Edward Chavez in 
his »Rain Storm’. He has used 
opaque watercolors which gives a 
smoother assimilation of the colors. 
The basic pattern of right angles 
has been relieved by the curves in 
the landscape.
The picture ‘From the Battery’ 
by Frede Vidar gives us in an ex­
tremely expressive manner the at­
mosphere of their subjects. The 
small dislocated spots of color and 
the light and airy texture of ‘From 
the Battery’ typifies the gayety and 
restlessness of the harbor. The 
intense tonality of yellow ochre, 
relieved only by the bluish gray 
spots of ruined buildings portrays 
so clearly the vastness of the Colo­
rado desert spotted with deserted 
mining towns.
Good Luck Vikes
Illinois University 
Grants Scholarship in 
Economics to Pipher
A graduate scholarship to the 
University of Illinois at Urbana- 
Champaign, Illinois, has been 
awarded to Mello Pipher who will 
receive his A.B. degree from Law­
rence college in June. The scholar­
ship is for work in the field of eco­
nomics during the 1942-43 Academic 
year. It is one of 125 such awards 
announced today.
Mello, a major in economics, is 
a member of Phi Beta Kappa.
Parker 
Fountain Pens
Loose Leaf Paper 
Ring Books 
Royal Typewriters
Driessen Dairy
Too have tried the rest, 
now the best
303 E. Columet
Phone 5035
M o t h e r ' s
D a y
C a r d s
Remember your 
mother on mother's
day.
Complete selection 
of Cards
at
C O N K E Y ' S
121 W. College Ave.
Krug Presents 
Cello Recital 
At Conservatory
Rosalind Krug, freshman stuc 
at the Conservatory, presente< 
cello recital last night at 8:15 
Peabody hall. She was accompai 
by Farley Hutchins.
Her program was as follows: 
Arioso J. S. B
Variations Symphoniques
L. Boellm; 
Moderato Maestoso 
Andantino 
Allegro 
Kol Nidrei (O Day of God)
Max Bri 
Playera (Spanish Dance)
E. Grana-
Harlequin David Pop
The Swan Saint-Sa-
Etude Caprice G. Golterm.
Rosalind is from the studio 
Dr. Percy Fullinwider.
Grady Forms Group to 
Work on College Rules
Gerry Grady, Executive Co 
mittee president, has appoirH 
Marg Harkins, Dick Meyers, Pe 
O ’Connor andRalph Person to wc 
with the faculty committee on t 
possible revision of the colie 
rules.
The group is interested in getti 
student body opinions and i 
actions So if you have ideas is 
to one of the members.
W H I T E
is right 
at night
Palm Beach 
Formals
White Evening Coats
814 .50
Black Formal Trousers 
$7.00
Expect to find your size 
Formal Wear in 
Every Detail
WE HAVE IT
417 W. College Ave.
hi Taus, Delts, and Betas Have 
.ecovered From Spring Fever
‘¡day, April 24, 1942 T H E  L A W  U N T I  A H Pag# 3
NAN HOLMAN
1 1RST to recover from spring 
< laziness (?) or should it be last 
week’s festivities, are the Delts 
d Phi Taus. The latter boys are 
irting off this year’s round of 
ring formals Saturday with their 
nner-dance at North Shore C. C.; 
id the Delts are moving south- 
est en masse on Madison's Beta 
amma chapter come Friday, Satur- 
»y and what have you?
Betas are setting out in another 
rection—northwest to Waupaca 
>r a picnic Sunday. Also, come 
unday. the Phi Taus are having an 
lum banquet — some weekend, eh 
;llas? Mr. Tesoro has been busy 
ating this week—at the Delt house 
uesday and Sage Wednesday!
Congratulations 
Congratulations to Joan Eaton, 
.ee Hubbard, Janice Taylor, June 
Westmoreland and Carole Wittuhn 
/ho underwent metamorphosis Sun* 
ay morning—worms became ‘ ac- 
ives of Alpha Delta Pi Tuesday 
light they were entertained at a 
lanquet at Ormsby by the chap- 
er.
Last night Pi Phi actives and 
»ledges plodded (?) out to Telu- 
ah park for a picnic. Next Monday 
;ve they're looking forward to a 
i'ounders’ day celebration at Alum 
Mrs. Porter's, house.
KDs had a heap of fun and food 
»t Mrs. Buth’s home last night at 
I party given in honor of the son­
ora. Thetas report a gay time at 
Monday’s Katsup.
This column gets shorter 
shorter—well, we can hope, 
we?
and
can’t
< Scientists Hold•V.4
| Picnic Thursday
if: Thursday afternoon. April 30. 
Science club will hold its annual 
picnic at High Cliff.
Feature attraction of the after- 
noon will be the softball game be- 
/een the chemists ana physicists, 
lother attraction at the picnic will 
le the serving of free lunch to all 
irho atttend.
Everyone who is taking science 
Mr who is interested in science is 
[urged to attend. Transportation will 
Ibe furnished for all those who 
|Wish to a tend. Buses will leave 
:ience hall at 3 o’clock and a few 
irs will leave a short time later 
[for those who can’t go at 3.
Campus Club Holds 
Annual Spring Dinner 
At Ormsby, Tomorrow
f The Campus club will hold its 
•nnual spring dinner at Ormsby 
hall on Saturday, April 25. at 7 
p. m. The program committee, 
headed by Mrs. Wallace S. Baldin- 
ger. includes Miss Virginia Stock­
hausen. Miss Anna Tarr and Miss 
Dorothy Waples. On the dinner 
committee are Mrs. Joseph H. Grif­
fiths. chairman, and Mrs. Lynn Bey­
er. and Miss Margaret Boys. The 
dinner will be informal.
Hamilton Speaks
Thomas H. Hamilton, assistant 
dean at Lawrence college, will rep­
resent Lawrence at the Mayville 
High school’s College day, which 
will be held Friday. April 24.
FQEyiCTORY
BUY
U N IT E D
STATES
DEFENSE
S O N D S
S T A M P S
WAR NBBDS MONEY I
I t  will cost money to defeat our 
enemy aggressors. Your govern* 
tnent calls on you to help now.
Buy Defenee Bonds or Stamps 
today. Make every pay day Bond 
Day by participating in the Pay- 
roll Savings Plan.
Bonds coat $18.75 and up. 
Stamps are 1 0 25f and up.
The help of every individual ia 
needed.
L ib rary  N o tes
AMONG the new books purchas ed for the library are the lat est works of Thomas Mann, 
entitled, Die Vertauschten Kopfe 
and a collection of George Santay­
ana's writings, Little essays drawn 
from the writings of George San 
tayana. Holland's work camps for 
college students should be of spe­
cial interest to those who plan to 
work during the summer.
Other new books are the follow 
ing: Atwater, American regula­
tions of arms exports; Ayer, News­
paper directory, 1941; Boas, An in 
troduction to Tudor drama; British 
museum catalog, vol. 32; Bruehl, 
The mathematics of unlimited pros 
perity; Cott, Adaptive coloration in 
animals; Craigie, Sir William. A die 
tionary of American English, part 
13; Dangerfield, The strange death 
of a liberal England; Francis-Lcwis, 
The art and craft of leatherwork; 
Helble and Reinholdt, Waste of 
wealth; James, A small boy and 
others; Morison, Admiral of the 
ocean sea: Old South Leaflets, Num­
bers 1-50, 2 volumes; Proust, Re­
membrance of things past; (2 vol­
umes) ; Romer, Man and the verte­
brates; Small, Evolution; Speigel- 
berg. Antirelativismus; Thomas’ 
register of American manufacturers 
and first hands in all lines.
Gunn to Present 
Organ Recital at 
Lawrence Chapel
An organ recital will be given by 
Stanley Gunn Sunday afternoon at 
4:15 at the Lawrence chapel. Dor­
othy Ruddy, soprano, will assist in 
the program, and Harold Green will 
accompany her.
The recital includes the following 
selections:
Voluntary on the 100th Psalm 
Tune Purcell
Toccata per l’Elevazione
Frescobaldi
The Little Cherubs Couperin
Come, God Creator, Holy Ghost
Bach
Mr. Gunn
Bolero
in My Garden
Ecstasy
Musetta’s Waltz Song (La Boheme)
Puccini
Miss Ruddy 
Prelude, Fugue and Variations
Franck
Thou art the Rock, and the gates 
of hell shall not prevail against 
thee Mulet
Mr. Gunn 
Stanley is studying under Dr. 
Percy Fullinwider and Dorothy 
Ruddy is a student of Dean Carl 
J. Waterman.
Sandoval
Roberts
Duparc
Beck Publishes Works 
In Current Issue of 
Short Story Magazine
A short story, The Four Faced 
God. written by Warren Beck, pro­
fessor of English, has been pub­
lished in the current issue of Story 
magaiine. This is the fifth appear­
ance in this magazine of a work 
by Mr. Beck since 1937.
A critical article, Poetry Between 
Two Wars, also by Mr. Beck, will 
appear in the forthcoming issue of 
the Virginia Quarterly Review.
College Will Require 
Physical Education 
Of All Upperclassmen
At a recent meeting of the facul 
ty, it was decided that a physical 
education program would be re­
quired from all junior and senior 
men. The classes will meet twice 
a week following a program similar 
to the one now offered, and one 
hours credit toward graduation re­
quirements will be given. All class­
es may elect a course in basic m ili­
tary traning as a substitute for one 
hour a week.
Get Financial Blanks
Any student desiring financial aid 
may fill out blanks which can be 
obtained in the deans’ office. All 
students who apply for aid must 
see Dean DuShane during the week 
starting May 4.
Alpha Chis Donate 
Money to Red Cross
Giving up the traditional dinner 
before their annual spring formal 
and donating the money saved to 
the Red Cross is a part of Alpha 
Chi Omega’s contribution to defense 
activities this year. At the same 
meeting at which this measure was 
decided upon they also voted to 
buy two $75 defense bonds.
As another of their defense activ­
ities. the Alpha Chis recently spon­
sored a broadcast over WTAQ on 
the subject of what college organ­
izations can do for defense, with 
Marion Pietsch, Grace Kammerling 
and Jean Lawson taking part.
DuShane Is Officer 
Of Dean's Association
Donald M. DuShane. dean of stu­
dents at Lawrence college, was ap­
pointed chairman of the college 
section during the annual meeting 
of the National Association of 
Deans and Advisers of Men held at 
the University of Illinois yesterday, 
today and tomorrow.
Good Luck Vikes
Adventures of Buster Lead 
Him Down River and to Waupaca
BY LARRY STORMS
Time: Any one of these balmy 
evenings.
Place: Any room in any house in 
the Quad.
(Any similiarity to actual charac­
ters living or dead, is much better 
than I thought it would be.)
Editor’s note: Where did I hear 
that?
Act I Scene I
Buster: A young man’s fancy 
lightly churns, in spring. Especially 
if he has to write a horribly dull 
paper, and especially with that 
moon hanging outside his window, 
making satirical remarks.
Moon: (hanging, satirical) Hy, 
Buster.
Buster: Hy.
(Editor's note: This brilliant dia­
logue is being seriously considered 
for Pulitzer Prize commendation!) 
Moon: What cha doing?
Buster: Writing a German paper. 
(Editor's note: See what I mean? 
Isn’t it moving?)
Moon: (moving What’s the title?
Buster: "Vram die Mond wher den 
Bergen kommt, dann muss ich in 
die izebocz gehen and sehen fur 
mich was der zu essen ist.”
Moon: I’m a moon of few words. 
Are you hungry?
Buster: (hungrily) You talked me 
into 'it.
Scene 2
Buster: Hello? 6705, please.
Operator: Line's busy.
(Editor’s note: Where’ve I heard 
that before?)
Buster: Hy, Petunia! This is your 
sweetheart.
Petunia: Don't be so damned in­
definite.
(Editor’s note: Apologies to Eth­
el Mermen.)
Buster: D'ye know what Omar 
Kyhham said about love?
Petunia: What?
Buster: He said. “Love---hmm.”
Petunia: Oh boy. those philoso­
phers. That’s beautiful.
Buster: (gleam in his eye—the 
good one) Let’s go Pet.
Petunia: You talked me into it.
(Editor's note: Isn't this silly?)
Scene 3
Place: Down River—way, way 
down on the flowing (usually) Fox.
Buster: Isn't this great, Petunia?
Petunia: (from opposite bank) Oil, 
boy, let’s go fishing again sometime.
(Editor’s note: Are you kidding?
Scene 5
Editor’s note: What happened to
4?
Buster: Let’s go home.
Petunia: Quitter!
Buster: Oh, come on—smile— 
show your teeth—you paid enough 
for them!
Editor’s note: Wa\ch out, here 
comes the climax.
Petunia: Listen here, tall, dark 
and rancid! You big clummox!
Editor: Get it? climax—clum­
mox?)
Buster:. Sorry, it's just the ani­
mal in me! It’s just the salmon go­
ing up stream.
Petunia: (slight pause) Hey, are 
you guys having a picneck this 
year?
Buster: 
yeah)
Petunia
Oh, yeah! (accent on
RIO THEATRE
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Well, be a good boy, 
and have a vood time.
Buster: Make up your mind, Pe­
tunia.
Editor: Continued in Waupaca 
Sunday.)
French Club Holds 
Bridge Contest
Parlez-vous français? If you 
don't, you're lost. Le Cercle Fran­
çais had its annual bridge party 
last April 16 in the Union, and the 
reports seemed exceptionally good. 
It seems that each member was fur­
nished with a slip of paper record­
ing all technical bridge terms. 
These, of course, proved invaluable 
considering the extent to which 
Lawrence plays games in other lan­
guages.
Miss Jones and Dr. Baker did the 
kibitzing. Everyone topped the eve­
ning off with an ice cream bar. 
So until next year at this time, we 
s>gn off with an au revoir.
231 -E.ColleqeAue.
APPLETON, WISCONSIN.
Better get them soon!
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Committee Heads Should 
Choose Committee Members
W ITH all the hullabaloo about making changes on the camous, there comes to m ind a need for another change. Through the 
years, the Executive Committee has not only 
appointed the heads of all the campus com­
mittees, such as social chairmen, pep chairman, 
etc., but has appointed all .he members on these 
different committees. Right there is where we 
need the change.
The appointed heads of the different commit­
tees should have the power of picking their 
own committees. The usual procedure of the 
Executive Committee is to select students who 
are fairly well known on the campus. Often,
they are just picked because an Executive 
Committee member thinks Joe W hat’s His 
Name w ill do a good job. Neglected in this 
method of picking is the student who even 
though he is a hard worker and is genuinely 
interested in a certain line of endeavor, is never 
chosen, because he is not well enough known 
by the people in power.
Why not give the chairman a chance to pick 
his own committee and i '  they don't do the 
work, he can always pick others who will. At 
the end of the year, then those who really did 
the work on the differs t committees can re­
ceive the credit they deserve. What we now 
have i* a committee that remains as such 
throughout the year even though they don’t 
do a stitch of work. It just isn’t fair to those 
who actually do the work.
Present War Situation Poses 
Problems for Fraternities
THE present wartime situation presents a problem which must be met by everybody including college fraternities, and the War 
Committee of the National Ir.terfraternity con­
ference has outlined a program presenting the 
following methods through which a fraternity 
chapter may aid war efforts.
Perhaps most important, fraternity men 
must stick with their present jobs and work 
hard at them until the time comes when they 
are called into the service. They must do their 
best to convince others of the importance of 
remaining in college.
Next, economy is stressed. The cutting out 
of elaborate dances and expensive rushing is 
urged, as well as a careful budget system of fi­
nances. It is suggested that ’ lell week, an en­
tirely nonsensical activity, be completely elim ­
inated.
Because the fraternities have a definite re­
sponsibility in keeping up civilian morale, the 
War Committee urges the conducting of for­
ums, discussion where opinions can be voiced. 
It also insists on fraternities taking an active 
part in community war serv i:j projects, and 
buying Defense Bonds and Stamps with sur­
pluses in established funds.
The organization of a wartime alumni coun­
cil and an interfraternity rlum ni council is sug­
gested in the hope that such groups could su­
pervise and aid fraternities in their efforts.
At the
Conservatory
By Dayton GrafmanCOLLEGE STUDENTS ATTEN­TION! Do you realize that the cultural advantages that are being offered to you almost every 
night of the week at the Conserva­
tory are free? The students who 
give these concerts work hard for 
their appearances and deserve your 
support. Lawrence has a conserva­
tory that is noted for its talent and 
if  the college students do not recog­
nize this fact, who will? How about 
bringing your dates over to the 
•“spook house” some one of these 
Bights, gents?
Coming recitals are as follows. .
On Sunday. April 26. at 4:15 p. 
m. Stanley Gunn will give an organ 
program at the Chapel. He will be 
assisted by Dorothy Ruddy, soprano. 
Voluntary on the 100th Psalm 
Tune Parcell
Toccata per l'Elevasione
Frescobaldi
The Little Cherubs Couperin
Come, God Creator. Holy Ghost
Bach
Mr. Gunn 
Bolero Sandoval
In My Garden Roberts
Ecstasy Duparc
Musetta's Waltz Song <La
Boheme) Puccini
Miss Ruddy 
Prelude. Fugue and Variations
Franck
Thou art the Rock, and the gates 
of hell shall not prevail against 
thee Mulet
Mr. Gunn
* * 4
On the same Sunday evening. 
Constance Clark, cellist, Marguer­
ite Schumann, soprano, and Dorothy 
Villa, pianist, will present a recital 
at 8 p. m. Miss Cark is a senior and 
one of the few good cellists at Law­
rence along with the cellist men­
tioned in last week’s column. Op­
portunities such as these come only 
once or twice a year and this year 
there are two in one week!
Sonata for Piano and Cello in F 
Major Beethoven
tFirst Movement)
Miss Clark and Miss Villa 
Drr Schmetterling ist in die Rose 
verliebt Franz
K& Hat Die Rose Sich Beklagt
In  th e  D o g h o u se
SPRING has come to Lawrence! The time of marbles and hand-holding. Spring at Law­
rence is different than Spring 
at—say Little Chute or Park 
Ridge, simply because Law* 
rence boasts of an aggregation of 
boys and girls who are at the prop­
er age for the Intoxicating influ­
ence of double rich moonlight cock­
tails. Once again wc must step high 
if we walk In the vicinity of the big 
gym after nightfall.
The administration, recalling that 
they, too, once experienced more 
than an intellectual interest in 
stars, and realizing that Lawren- 
tians must be kept happy, have be­
gun to take some measures to help 
the situation along. They are getting 
their heads together and debating 
the no-drinking rule. Someone has 
tipped them off that many of the 
campus romance problems just can­
not be controlled with the hands of 
the clock, and perhaps they may 
ease up on the dormitory hours 
rules.
Doghouse would like to make a
Franz
Er. Der Herrlichste von Allen
Schumann
O, Liebliche Wangen Brahms
Miss Schumann 
Concerto No. 5 Op. 76 D Minor
Goltermann 
«Second and Third Movements)
Miss Clark 
To The Bird* George Hue
My Lady Walks in Loveliness
Ernest Charles 
A Green Cornfield Michael Head 
Ah, Love, but a Day!
Mrs. H. H. A. Beach, 
Miss Schumann 
Last Spring Grieg
Album Leaf Wagner
Barcarolle Spendiar
Minuet in D Squire
Miss Clark 
* * *
A student recital from the studios 
of Gertrude Claver. piano. Marshall 
Hulbert, voice, and Dr. Percy Ful- 
linwider. violin, will take place Ap­
ril 28.
Wesley Tcply and James Gloe, 
duo pianists, will be guest soloists 
with the Appleton MacDowell men’s 
chorus tomorrow night at the high 
school. They are both sophomores 
at the Conservatory.
few more suggestions for the next 
conflab.
1. Keep the cimpus purity light* 
off until 12 midnight and 1:30 Sat 
urdays. It would conserve shoe 
leather and also be a break for Mo 
rey.
2. Confiscate all student flash­
lights.
3. Erect a system of bells and si­
rens along the river bank to warn 
the near-by oblivious couples of an 
approaching high flood level of the 
river.
4. Supply each fraternity and so­
rority on the campus with a cot­
tage at Waupaca, and write to the 
parents of all the students telling 
them of the advantage of student 
week-ends in the country and ex 
plaining that the administration ful­
ly sanctions such excursions.
5. Supply free bus transportation 
on the afternoon« of Tuesday. 
Thursday, Saturday, and Sunday to 
High Cliff. Pierce park, Sunset 
Point, Telulah park, and it thes.? 
spots become filled, a Greyhound 
bus to Center Swamp.■> * •
'Tis interesting to view the effect 
an honor has on the women of this 
campus, and how the administration 
builds up certain honors so that 
they can evade some cash expendi­
tures. We point out especially the 
situation of councillors in the wom­
en’s dormitories. The girls note that 
election to a councillor position is a 
stepping stone to greater heights— 
Mortar Board, Best Loved, etc., and 
thus the position is greatly sought 
alter. Because this position has been 
built up as an honor instead of a job 
the college is able to get away from 
paying remuneration such as is nec- 
tssary at Brokaw. Just because they 
are women, and because Lawrence 
has no trouble getting an adequate 
supply of the fair sex, the girls have 
had to clean their own rooms and 
make their beds until this year 
while still paying the top in room 
bills. Redecorating, refurnishing, 
etc., always comes after the situa­
tion has been improved for the men.
It is evident the girls are playing 
the sucker role in a good many 
ways, but it is largely because too 
much emphasis is placed on the 
number of activities participated in. 
To be a top-notcher, a girl has to 
have her feet in every club, publi­
cation, honorary, and—above all— 
she must be a councillor. Phi Beta 
Kappa is the only honor left for 
the girls that does not require such 
a list of activities.
M ODEST  M A ID E N S
Tradtmsrk RtfltUr«! U. S. Pilmt Offlc,
“I assure you, Misa, this is NOT the hat I came in with!1*I
Diligent Student Presents 
Dissertation on How to Study
BY PHILIP RICE
You clear a space on the desk and 
pull O. G. Darnit’s "Modern Chem­
istry" in front of you, opening it to 
a section that should have been 
studied half a week ago. Page 173 
leers up at you, incapable of in 
spiring even as much interest as a 
telephone directory occasionally 
stimulates.
“Air. water, and a very high- 
grade limestone arc required for the 
fixation of nitrogen by the cyana- 
mide process. The reactions. . . .” 
That radio program is really inter* 
esting. “The reactions which take 
place. . . . ” If  it were your radio, 
you’d turn it off, of course, but it’s 
in the next room. Well, let’s see 
CaC03 decomposes into CaO and 
C02. Simple enough; you can re­
member that; what else would 
CaC03 decompose into? CaO plus 
33C gives CaC2 and CO. Not so easy, 
that one. . . Then, since you just 
are not in the mood, your mind be­
gins to wander, leading your eyes 
from the page to the alarm clock. 
That program will be over in ten 
minutes, and what’s ten minutes?— 
besides, you can't concentrate any­
way.
Fall In Trap
But you’ve fallen into this trap 
before. Hoping that at least you may 
be able to get that infernal din out 
of your ears and corjure up some­
thing resembling a mood for read­
ing, you reach over to a shelf for 
Rafael Sabatini’s "Captain Blood," 
look ahead a few pages and put a 
bookmark near some passages that 
look comparatively dull, place your 
feet comfortably on top of the corn­
er of the desk and tip the chair 
back,—and let it forward again with 
a thump. If "there’s anything you 
feel less like reading than Sabatini, 
it doesn’t happen to be chemistry, 
for once. Captain Blood retires, pre­
cipitately.
There must be something...........
oh. yes, maybe a little memorization 
will clear the cobwebs from your 
brain. You grab up a pencil and 
copy down the formulas for the 
cyanamide process, turn the paper 
over, and try to rewrite them with­
out looking at the book. You get 
ammonia, as you should, but also 
a few extraneous by-products, as 
you should not. You look at the 
book and see your error, read a page 
and a half with the intention of foi- 
getting the formulas, and try again. 
This time you succeed, the page and 
a half with the intention of ¡forget­
ting the formulas, and try again. 
This time you succeed, the page and 
a half somehow sticks, to, and now 
the next five pages offer clear sail­
ing; but soon you find yourself 
reading some sentences over and 
over again to get the meaning.
Germans Say
As the Germans say,—something 
is lacking, a suspicion which is ver­
ified when an attempt at plowing 
through another page of the book 
ends in nothing worth mentioning.
Shut the book.
All right, you do.
Get up.
You get up. You turn off the light. 
You walk out of the room and down
the stairs. You spend ten minutes or 
so bothering a companion in arms 
who has had fond hopes of doing 
homework but has given up the pur* 
suit of education for the pursuit of 
comfort. You wander out of the 
house, being careful not to let your 
thoughts dwell on anything savoring 
cf education, and then you wander 
around the house, back inside, back 
upstairs, back to your study, and 
back to the desk.
Your head is clearer, but th« 
temptation to drop the chemistry 
for a while and turn to the easier 
German lesson is strong. The alarm 
clock says eight-thirty. "Well,’* you 
resolve, “1*11 spend five minutes 
reading chemistry, only five min­
utes. and if I don't feel like going 
on. I’ll stop.” Fortified by the pros­
pect of an early deliverance from 
Mr. Darnit. yoti go at the reading 
with a will. Five minutes, ten min­
utes slip by, the end is in sight, and 
lo and behold, the assignment is 
finished! It worked!
Nothing To German 
There's nothing to the German but 
very little reading and some memo­
rization to prepare you for tomor­
row’s daily quiz. Referring to S 
small list of German adjectives to 
be memorized, you write down the 
initial letter of each one and ar­
range the letters to make a word, R 
queer word, to be sure, flagnnnst, 
but if you can remember that for 
just those few hours until you need 
it, there's not so much likelihood of 
leaving out one or two of the adjec­
tives or putting in one which gov­
erns the accusative case instead of 
one governing the dative case, as 
these do. Two more list of words 
governing the dative case are dis­
sected and abbreviated in the same 
way. and following this you turn 
to the reading lesson, which, con­
sidering that it's German is surpris­
ingly easy. Then, just to be sure 
you’ve done the job well, you refer 
to your three cryptograms and re­
construct the lists they represent. 
It's only fifteen minutes to ten 
o’clock.
Probably still alive and kicking, 
you push valiantly forward, intend­
ing to put your English homework 
behind you with a rapidity and des­
patch without precedent in your 
experience, and intending to spend 
all night on the mathematics if you 
have to, to get it.
If you really feel like this, you 
enjoy studying, and there's no point 
in your having read this far.
Did You Know?
College students over the coun­
try are estimated to earn more 
than $32,00p,000 a year.
* * *
One of the scholarships offered 
by Harvard University is restrict­
ed to Students who formerly sold 
newspapers.
* * »
Average expenses of students at 
Yale University are estimnted at%l eoo.
4i 4> *
Movie actress Frances Farmer 
once won a trip through Russia 
in a college essay contcst
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Denney Expects to Win 
With Smaller Margin 
Than in Recent Years
Coach Denney will give the 1942 
Viking track squad its first action 
under fire tomorrow in a dual meet 
with Carroll at Waukesha. Mr. 
Denney expects to win the meet but 
not by the comfortable margins of 
the past years few.
Jim  Fieweger still has a bad leg 
dating from the state A.A.U. meet 
and will use it sparingly. Ralph 
Colvin will insure a Lawrence first 
in the mile as Carroll is weak in 
this event and he'll run the 880, 
leaving the 440 to Dite, Person and 
Rollins. We will be weakest in 
the two mile and polevault, while 
Carroll's strength is in their dash 
man Stranger, javeline thrower 
Reega and broad jumper Benden- 
dorf.
Traveling Squad
The traveling squad will be 
drawn from Sattizahn, Person, Rol­
lins, Dite, Hammer, chiefly dash 
and 440 men; Hodson, Rogers, Col­
vin and Lee Cooper, distance and 
middle distances; jumpers and 
hurdlers Fieweger. Maertzweiler, 
and Hoi way; Fieweger will put the 
shot, too: polevaulters, Perschback- 
cr and Ncncki, the former broad 
jumps and the latter is in the 
weights as well; weight men are 
Messenger. Buesing, Zupek, Patten 
and Kirchoff.
This year's squad as has been 
Mid before is weaker than Law­
rence track teams of the past five 
or six years. Mr. Denney hopes that 
Cooper. Rollins. Dite and Persch- 
backer will pu*l through. These 
men are possibilities which If they 
develop as is hoped may mean the 
difference between a successful and 
an unsuccessful season.
College Golf Team 
Plays Dual Meet 
Against Carroll
The Lawrence college golf team, 
with only the first two positions set­
tled. will make its second start of 
the season in a dual meet with Car­
roll college at Waukesha tomorrow. 
Coach Bernie Hesel ton’s squad 
opened last Saturday in a match 
which they lost to the University of 
Wisconsin by a score of 10 to 6. 
The five man Badger team, led by 
former state amateur champion 
Burleigh Jacobs, turned in a total 
score of 410 as compared to 420 by 
thw Vikes. The teams battled a high 
cold wind but showed good golf 
despite this handicap.
Sophomore Davis Wakefield tied 
Jacobs both in points and in strokes, 
each having a 75. Captain Phil Har­
vey had a 79 which definitely 
stamps him as the number two man j 
at present, but the other two to 
play against Carroll will be chosen | 
this week from a trio consisting o f . 
John Disher. a junior, and Richard 
Haligas and Robert Wilmert, soph-' 
omores.
P la y  F inal G am e 
In  S p rin g  G rid  
S essio n s H ere
Varsity Team Swamps . 
Second String Group 
In Annual Grid Affair
A very successful spring foot­
ball season was brought to a close 
Saturday with the traditional in­
tersquad game. Forty men par­
ticipated in the three weeks prac­
tices of which thirty are expected 
to be out for fall football. During 
the period Coach Heselton was 
able to set up the whole offense 
and get a complete picture of it 
for next fall. Of course each play 
was not perfected, but the players 
were able to get the general idea.
At the present time next fall’s 
backfield looks to be made up by 
Lucht, Kliefoth. Zupek and Gior- 
dana; but Rhodes and Crossett will 
be important factors to contend 
with. Dick Meyers, a fine ball 
player in any league, will be push­
ing Lucht for the blocker’s posi­
tion; and Bud Banta should also 
come along in fine style.
Oatlook Not Bright
The outlook for the line is not 
as bright. With Wakefield, Maertz­
weiler and Rollins along with the 
newcomers. Bahnson and Burton, 
the end position seems well forti­
fied. The guard spot with Bues­
ing. Currie. Keeler and Myerson 
is somewhat of an unknown quan­
tity. The tackle posts will be weak 
with only Miller and Messenger, 
but Keeler and Myerson can be 
shifted over from a guard if nec­
essary. Greco and Gile fill the 
center position well.
The first string won the game 
Saturday 39-0. Giordana led the 
scorers with two touchdowns. 
Lucht had one six-pointer and 
kicked three extra points while 
Bahnson, Kliefoth and Zupek each 
crossed the double-stripe twice 
Bahnson, who looked very good, 
and Burton were the first string 
ends: Keeler and Myerson. tackles: 
Buesing and Currie, guards, and 
Greco, with Gile alternating, was 
the center to round out the varsity 
line.
The second-string line-up con­
sisted of ends. Saving. Becker, L. 
Miller and Zick: tackles. Green- 
spon, Hamlin. Nye and Luepke;
FORMER TEAMMATES BATTLE— Dove Wakefield, right, 
mainstay of the Lawrence golf team, and Burleigh Jacobs, out­
standing Wisconsin golfer met as opponents on the golf links 
ofter being teammates on the same golf team in high school. 
Both men shot 75 for the afternoon. (Hank Johnston Photo.)
Wisconsin Golf 
Team Defeats 
Lawrence, 10-6
Wakefield Shoots 75 
To Tie With Former 
Amateury Champion
On the wind-swept Butte des 
Morts golf course the Lawrence col­
lege golf team bowed to the Uni­
versity of Wisconsin team, 10-6. It 
was the Vikings’ first match of thc 
season: and although defeated, our 
boys served notice that they will 
be a power to contend with in this 
season's conference campaign.
Orchids go to Dave Wakefield 
who shot a neat 73 . nd tied former 
state amateur champion Burleigh 
Jacobs. Two tough breaks on short 
putts on the seventeenth and eigh­
teenth greens cost Dave a victory. 
Phil Harvey, after a rocky 43 on the 
first nine, came back sizzling with 
a 36 to take three points from 
Bobby Alwin of Wisconsin. Dick 
Haligas shot an 86 which was good 
enough for him to get one point 
from his opponent. Bill Vea. John­
ny Disher and Bob Wilmert both 
showed the effects of too little prac­
tice, but they should come into their 
own in the next few weeks.
Coach Heselton takes his team
down to Waukesha this weekend 
for a match with Carroll college. 
Only four men will be chosen for 
the trip. Wakefield, Harvey and 
Haligas seem sure to go while Bob 
Wilmert has a little edge over 
Johnny Disher at the present time 
in the fight for the fourth spot.
Score«:Lawrence
Tennis Team Plays 
Carroll in Dual 
Meet at Waukesha
The number three and number 
four men are still to be chosen, 
but the Lawrence college tennis 
team is nevertheless expected to 
win over Carroll in a dual meeting 
to be held at Waukesha tomorrow. 
Don Frederickson, the only senior, 
will be number one and Bob Morrii 
will play number two.
Coach Paul Martin has pro­
mised the other two positions to 
the winners of a tournament to bs 
played this week among James 
Eckrich, Richard Henika. Gens 
Pope, and Olin Mead. He has also 
stated that the same procedure will 
be followed the following week 
with the absentees having the right 
to challenge for the positions 
prior to the next scheduled inter­
collegiate match.
Lawrence was defeated in ths 
season’s opener against the Uni­
versity of Wisconsin by a score of 
7 to 2.
Fog« 5
Wakefield U ‘4) 39-36—75
Harvey <31 43-36 7»
Haligas <1» «3-43— «6
Disher 4S-57—92
Wilmert <0» 45-43- «8
Wisconsin
Jacobs Utt) 40-35—75
Alwin <01 47-43—90
Vea (21 39-43-82
Oldenburg <2'i> 42-43—S5
Koch (3) 38-4(1 —78
Spiegelberg and 
Anderson Present 
Papers at Meeting
Paul R. Anderson, dean of Law* 
rence college and professor of phil­
osophy, and Herbert Spiegelberg; 
philosophy instructor at Lawrence, 
will attend the American Philosoph­
ical association meeting in Madison 
on April 23, 24 and 25. Dean An­
derson will ther'» critize a paper by 
Professor Boas of Johns Hopkins 
university on “Aristotle's Theory of 
Change,” and Mr. Spiegelberg will 
read a paper entitled, “A Defense 
of Human Equality.”
guards. Steward. Lashua, Linde- 
man and Wilke; center. Small, and 
backs, Meyers, Pengelly. Griesch, 
Banta, and Storms. Spalding and 
Nencki relieved second team men 
1o put up a stiffer defense from 
time to time.
Did You Know?
llilane University has a scholar­
ship for descendants of Confed­
erate soldiers.
SLACKS!
SLACKS!
SLACKS!
A complete as- 
s o r t ment of 
slacks a n d  
slack sets of 
every descrip­
tion. Solid col­
ors . . combin­
ations . . three 
tones . .  They'll 
wear and wash 
to perfection.
$2.99 to 
$10.95
P O R T E R ’ S
FEMININE APPAREL
106 E. College Ave.
H o p f e n s p e r g e r  B r o t h e r s
Incorporated
M E A T S
MEN—
Moke your formol 
attire complete with 
o
new set of
STUDS And CUFF LINKS 
$1.00 and up
Also Fraternity & Sorority Jewelry
MARX JEW ELERS
212 E. College Ave.
START PLAYING TENNIS NOW!
Spalding Tennis Rackets
SPALDING MERCURY
9 ply Construction
Perforated leather grip. Reg. 8.50
SFALDING DOMINO
8 ply Construction
Perforated leather grip. Reg. 7.50
SPALDING ARDMORE
8 ply Construction
Perforated leather grip. Reg. 6.50
SPALDING LAKESIDE
6 ply Construction
Perforated leather grip. Reg. 5.00
6.95
6.95
3.95
2.95
2.60
SPALDING GREENWOOD
6 ply Construction 
Black leather grip. Reg. 3.25 .,
Spalding Ultra, Reg. 2.50 . . . . . T . .  1.75
Rubber Head Cover Given Free 
with Each New Racket
Spalding TENNIS PRESSES 
59c to 1.50
Spalding Tennis Bolls
TENNIS OXFORDS
US Oxfords.............................2.25
Bill Tilden Oxfords................. 2.95
Fred Perry...............................3.95
TENNIS SHORTS . . .  $1.25 ond 2.25
SPALDING FRAMES 
Kro Flit«—Top Flite— Beosley 
Kro Bat
TENNIS RACKETS RESTRUNG 
Armour — Johnson —  Victor Gut
POND SPORT SHOP
133 E. COLLEGE AVE.
r . i
G re ek  S p o rts
By Bob Alvis
81TKEMACY CUP STANDINGS
Phi Dolts 1700
Betas 1050
Delts 900
Sid Eps 550
The Supremacy Cup racc is over 
except for the baseball season 
which began last Sunday but as far 
os the final standings are concern* 
ed the race might as well be over 
tiov,. The Betas cannot overhaul the 
Phi Delts regardless of the base­
ball results nor can the Sig Eps 
beat out the Delts.
However, the Delts by winning 
baseball while the Betas get no bet­
ter than third can take second place 
away from the present owners, or 
they can accomplish the same thing 
by taking second place in baseball 
while the Betas fail to place in that 
competition. From the look of Sun­
day’s games the Phi Delts are likely 
to win baseball and on pre-game 
dope the Betas should be able to 
pick up enough points to stave off 
the up-coming Delts.
Sunday’s baseball games were be­
tween the Betas and the Phi Taus 
nnd the Sig Eps and the Phi Delts. 
Both games were won by top-heavy 
scores, the Betas winning 11-0 and 
the Phi Delts by 9-2.
The Phi Delts scored three runs 
In the first inning on hits, by Persh- 
bacher and Garman and a w.ilk for 
Crossett. All three outs in this in­
ning were on strike outs by Rollins. 
The Phi Delts scored three times 
ngain in the second on a walk by 
Gricsch, a hit by Pershbacher. a 
walk to Kliefoth and a hit by 
Garman. The Sig Eps scored in the 
second on a hit by Hastings, a n d  
again in the seventh on a hit by 
Marston. The Phi Dolts pushed 
throe more tallys home in the sev­
enth on hits by Garman. Buesing, 
and Boisclair.
The Betas scored five times in 
the second inning on a combination 
of three hits and three walks. Two 
hits and five errors produced five
more runs in the third and an er- (.a w r e n c e  C o lle g e 's  
ror and a single accounted for one 9
more in the sixth.
The Phi Delts, at this early stage, 
seem to be the strongest team in 
the league and should have little 
trouble in taking the championship. 
Their pitching staff is without a 
doubt the best of any entry and in 
Garmen and Crossett they boast two 
seasoned players who are always 
dangerous at the plate. Griesch 
pitched two hit ball Sunday a n d  
since Slauson will not be pitching 
this year there will be little other 
good pitching in the league. Chuck 
Rollins looked good last year but 
didn't live up to expectations on 
Sunday.
Due to technical difficulties there 
will be no box score for the games 
this week but the trouble should be 
ironed out by next week’s paper.
BOWLING RESULTS 
Team W. L.
Delts 10 2
Sig Eps 8 4
Phi Delts 5 7
Betas 4 8
Phi Taus S 9
With the Sig Ep-Delt and the Phi 
Delt Beta matches the bowling sea­
son was finished up last week. The 
Sig Eps won two from the Delts. 
who after winning the first a n d  
deciding game put in a second team, 
and the Betas won two from the 
Phi Delts but again a clean sweep 
was needed in order for the Betas 
to take third place. VanderWeyden 
rolled a 195 game which was just 
one pin better than Lundahl’s 194, 
the high game for the losers. R. 
Cooper's 193 stood as the high game 
in the other match with Remley’s 
178 as top for the Phi Delts.
This win constituted a mild up­
set for the Delts since the pre-sea­
son figures had favored last year’s 
Sig Ep champions. It was Doc Van 
Hengle who made the difference. 
Ho repeated this year as the lea­
gue's leading scorer but under Delt 
colors. Stan Lundahl who last year 
was runner up to Doc this year 
failed to place in the first six and 
this added to the loss of Van Hengle 
was more than enough to drop the
Oldest Alumnus Dies
The Rev. John T. Chenowcth, 91, 
the oldest alumnus of Lawrence Col­
lege. died at the home of His daugh­
ter in Milwaukee April 21. He 
would have been 92 next week. He 
and his wife, Florence, were grad­
uated from Lawrence in 1878 and 
that same year were married. He 
was pastor and she was organist of 
the Indian settlement church at 
Ashland.
Sig Eps to second place. Final in­
dividuai standings are:
Name Games Ave.
Van Hengle 10 181 9
Ringle 9 170.C
Fraser 9 166.0
Dem ley 9 160.3
Haligas 12 153.7
BUY
U N I T E D
S T A T E S
S T A M P S
WAR NEEDS MONEYI 
ft h ill cost money to defeat our 
enemy aggressors. Your govern• 
ment calls on you to help now.
Buy Defense Bonds or Stampa 
today. Make every pay day Bond 
Day by partic ipa ting  in  the Pay• 
roll Saving* Plan.
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GETTING IN SHAPE—The
war has brought a sharp em­
phasis on physical fitness and 
Lawrence college has revamp­
ed its physical education pro­
gram so thot body building is 
stressed rather than recrea­
tional activities. Glimpses of 
gym class routine are shown 
in the accompanying photo­
graphs. At far right is a 
sample of group calisthenics, 
which are being dished out 
liberally. In the lower right is 
o student training on a hori­
zontal ladder. This is intend­
ed to develop arm and chest 
muscles. At the immediate 
right are four boys indulging in 
some rope climbing, one of the 
toughest conditioning activi­
ties ever invented. Above is 
one of the boys doing a should­
er stand on the parallel bars, 
a piece of apparatus which 
has come bock into its own 
this year. Progress and pro­
ficiency are measured by vari­
ous comparative tests. (Post- 
Crescent Photos.)
■ # .  ■ 
' l  .!
These Days
Will Soon Be Here 
The Shirts and Slacks 
you'll want to wear 
Are Here 
and in ample and pleas­
ing assortments of all 
that's new.
T H IED E  GOOD CLO T H ES
i«42
I II
VIC. 27840
There Are Rivers to Cross
The Memory of the Donee 
Hoi McIntyre Orch.
COL. 36549
Sleep Logoon
Trumpet Blues
Horry Jomes
B6. 11474
Don't Sit Under the Apple 
Tree
Lamplighters Serenode
Glenn Miller
Many New Album Sets in 
Lighter Vein as well os 
Symphonic! Come in and 
look them over.
MEYER-SEEGER 
MUSIC CO.
BASEBALLS
Official Soft Boll___ 1.29
H-532 .. 49c H-62 . . 93c
"Big Leaguer" Hard
B a ll...................... 1.49
"Bob Feller" Hard Ball 89c
Western League Hard
Ball ...................... 59c
BATS —  Specially Priced . 60c. 80c, 1.15,1.69
GLOVES............  1.98, 2.95. 3.95, 4.95, 5.95
FIRST BASEMEN'S MITTS............ 1.98, 2.49
SCHLAFER’S
115 W. COLLEGE AVENUE
I VOLUNTARY
Pi.AM FOR.
FfcVROLu 
PUACMAtf OF
PETEUSE Bone*
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V iking T en n is 
T eam  B ow s to  
W isco n sin , 7 -2
Squad Is Progressing 
Under Coach Martin as 
It Prepares for Meets
WATCH TENNIS TEAM— Shown above is a view of the scene when the Lawrence tennis team battled the University of 
Wisconsin squad last Saturday before an interested crowd of onlookers. The Vikings lost 7-2 to the visiting team.
FOmiM
BY JOHN GREGG
ON THE bulletin board in the locker room, Coach Denney has put up a lengthy bibliography of beneficial articles on track in the Athletic journal. This magazine is in bound volumes at the lib ­
rary. If some of you track men would i-o’t Into these articles 
(they’re all picked out for you) you may find some very helpful 
material. Those articles are by successful coachc- and athletes who 
know what and everything about what they’re ♦* Iking about. . . . 
I  th ink it would be worth the athletic department's money to get 
thr^e or four more sets of starting blocks out there. The shortage 
of blocks was hardly fair to several of the contestants in the Inter- 
ira W n ity  track meet.
The Beloit sports editor would like to know why we haven’t 
entered conference cross country meets in recent years. Mr. Denney 
intended to enter a team last fall, but lack of interest and a mediocre 
team caused him to decide that the money necessary to send a fourth 
or fifth place cross country team clear out to Iowa could be put 
to better use to benefit more and more deser ing athletes in other 
sports. Serious lack of distance men on this year's squad bears out 
this judgment. . . .
One can't find fault with the lack of interest on the part of 
Lawrence men in this sport. It is considerably colder up here be­
tween Green Bay and Lake Winnebago than in Illinois, Iowa or . . . 
in southern Wisconsin. There was snow on the ground up here the 
first week in November, and even with wool socks, gloves and a 
towel for a muffler, a runner’s throat and lungs take quite a beat­
ing when it's 40 degrees or colder, and it gets colder up here. I 
know . . .  I ’ve done it myself.
I didn't have to ask Buesing what to write this w.eek; he came 
and told me. He predicts an All-American backfield for next year. 
“Heselton’s going to shift Zupck to tackle,” says Biz, “but don’t 
write that” . . .  He also said Heselton expects 11 men or 34 back 
next year. . . .  He concluded with, “We’ll be kicking live pigs around 
next year because of the shortage of footballs, and that’s no foolin’.'*
Having won the three-quarter mile earlier in the afternoon, Bob 
Whittaker pulled a 15 second blackout after winning the 660 last 
Saturday at the Interfraternity track meet. . . . Bob Alvis and I 
were a bit off the beam when we predicted a Phi Delt-Sig Ep-Beta 
toss-up with the Phis having the edge, if any.
B e ta sW in T ra c k  
M e e t W ith  S co re  
O f 8 2 1 - 4  P o in ts
Forbush and Rollins 
Lead Meet Scoring 
With 13 Points Apiece
Meet Results
Beta Theta Pi 821
Phi Delta Theta 47*
Sigma Phi Epsilon 251
Delta Tau Delta 211
Scoring in every event, the Betas 
broke their 1940 interfratcrnity 
scoring record to take this year's 
track meet running away. Led by 
Ramsey Forbush, Bob Whittaker 
and Bob Pershbacker, the Betas 
piled up 821 points, 35 points ahead 
of the second place Phi Delts.
Phi Delt A1 Zupek set a new re­
cord in the javelin, throwing the 
“ancient weapon” 166’ 7”. Sig Ep 
Chuck Rollins whittled down Ram­
sey Forbush's long lead to nose out 
the latter in a record 300 yard sprint 
in 33.7 seconds. Rollins and For­
bush led the meet, scoring 13 points 
apiece. Other outstanding individ­
ual performances were Bob Whit­
taker’s long leads in winning the 
660 and three quarter mile runs, 
and Bob Pershbacker's double win
in taking the pole vault and broad 
jump.
Rollins Wins
Chuck Rollins and Ralph Person 
started things off finishing onc-two 
in the 75 yard dash followed by 
the Betas taking three places in the 
three-quarter mile. George Vander 
Weyden won the 120 low hurdles 
while the Phis and Betas paced 
each other with two places and five 
points apiece. With the score knot­
ted up around 18 points, the Betas 
pulled away by taking the first four 
places in the 660 yard run. Vander- 
Weyden seemed to have second 
place sewed up but faded in the 
last 150 yards and Forbush. Gallo­
way and Haslanger overhauled him. 
After that the Betas were never 
threatened.
Looking over the events, the Phi 
Delts dominated the javelin, the 
Sig Eps ruled the 75 and 300 yard 
sprints, while the Betas dominated 
the shot, high jump, polevault, 660. 
three-quarter mile, broad jump and 
the relay. First places went to the 
Betas-7, Sig Eps and Delts-2 each, 
Phis-1; seconds. Betas-5, Phis-4, Sig 
Eps and Delts-2; thirds, Phis-6, 
Betas-4, Sig Ep6-1.
Shot put: Messenger <B*. Nencki (D>. 
Rollins (SE). Buesing <PDi, Smith <B*; 
distance 37' 11”.
High Jump: Forbush <Bi. Oliver 'PD>. 
Coffman 'PDi and Macaw 1B 1 I tie ror 
third l, Farrand <SE>, Haslanger <Bi, 
Banta «PDI and Maertzwciler <D) «tie 
for fifth); height 5* 4".
Polevault: Pershbacker 'B), Nenckl 
(Di; height 9' 6".
Discus: Nencki (D>. Glordona (B) and 
Buesing (PDi (tie for second). Messen­
ger 'B i, Minton (B); distance 120'.
Broad jump: Pershbacker (Bl, Rhodes
The University of Wisconsin 
made a clean sweep of the weekend 
athletic events when they took the 
tennis meet by a score of 7-2. In 
tennis as in golf the Vikes looked 
good in defeat The team is pro­
gressing well under the capable 
direction of Coach Paul Martin and 
should do very well when they start 
meeting competition of theft* own 
calibre. Although a strong wind 
swept the courts and the day was 
uncomfortably cold for tennis, there 
was a sizable crowd on hand, and 
they were treated to some good ten­
nis by members of both teams.
Wes Morris was the only Viking 
to win a singles match, but Don 
Fredrickson. Gene Pope and Jim  
Eckrich played very well and had 
their opponents worried more than 
once. Incidentally Fredrickson's loss 
was the first one of his college car­
eer. Don and Morris paired to win 
their doubles match.
Coach Martin has chosen Fred­
rickson. Morris, Eckrich and Hein- 
ka to carry the Blue and White onto 
the Carroll college courts at Wau­
kesha tomorrow.
Results:
Bruce cWi beat Henika (L) 6-0.
Schudson <W) won from
Beamish <W> defeated Fredrickson (L) 
6-4. 10-8.
Barron > W > defeated Pope
Morris <Li won from 
9-7.Strasser <W> defeated Eckrich iL.1 6-0, 
3-6. 6-0.
Bruce and flarron (Wi beat Mead ana 
Henika (L> 6-2. 6-0.
Fredrickson and Morris <L' beat 
Schudson and Beamish <W* 3-6. 6-0, 6-4.
Davis and Strasser (Wi defeated Pope 
and Eckrich (LI 8-6, 1-6, 6-2.
<B'. Oliver (PD), Pershbacker (PDI, 
Bleick 'SE': distance 19* 7".
Javelin»': Zupek (PDi, KircholY (PD), 
Hanna (Bi Murphy <Bi, Smith 'B>: dis­
tance 166’ 7". (New record).
400 yard relay: Betas tWllk. Grady. Ma- 
gaw, Giordana), Sig Eps, Phi Delts, 
Delts; time 48.4.
Results: 75 yard dash: Rollins (SE), 
Person (SE). Dite (PD). Pershbacker 
(PDi. Wllk (B); time :08.0.
120 yard low hurdles: VanderWeyden 
(D>, Gregg (Bi, Oliver (PDi, Pierce 
(PDi. Hanna <B); time :44.9.
300 yard run: Rollins SE, Forbush (B>, 
Dite >PD i. Person (SEi, Pershbacker 
(PD'; time :33.7.
660 yard run: Whittaker IB», Forbush 
(Bl. Galloway <B'. Haslanger -Bi, Van­
derWeyden (D); time 1:32.4.
Three-quarter mile run: Whittaker <B>, 
Nelson ‘PD). Galloway (B), Haslanger 
(Bi. Alvis (SE); time 3:41.2.
6-3. 
Mead 'LI
iL) 6-4. 6-3. 
Davis (WI 7-5,
A TRIPLE PLAY
Buoi ì
Having a Record 
Parly?
Don't Foil to Get These 
New Numbers
S e e  S C H L A F E R ' S  f o r
BASEBALL NEEDS
•  You Actually Save Money
•  Better Selections
Poge 8 T H E  L A W R E N T I A N Fridoy, April 24, 1942
Grin and Bear It By Lichty
¥  «
Sii»«» Chirin T,r,M |Ar /T ♦.!•f âll Kt« H*« J
“Maybe women CAN lake ever men's Jobs, but I’d certainly feel silly 
Working for one!**
As You Like It
WOMAN OF THE YEAR 
By Robert Carter
W »man of the Year, for mymoney, is the picture of the month. As part of a cin­ema crop of Stirling Haydens. 
Blondie pictures, and all other 
such depressants, it must be wel­
comed with tremendous sighs of 
relief. It is a sure indication that 
Hollywood is capable of giving us 
first-rate entertainment, without 
benefit of reams of publicity, weeks 
of gushing ballyhoo.
Woman of the Year is good be­
cause it has Hepburn, who cun do 
more with a single eyebrow than 
the average starlet with her com­
plete repertoire. An hour and a 
half in beholding this redhead is 
a stimulant hard to match. It is 
not beauty that holds the charm, 
for Hepburn would probably be 
the last to lay claim to the “Miss 
America" title. But there is 
something In her eyes, or perhaps 
in the tilt of her chin, that ren­
ders her undeniably attractive; 
something In her voice that carries 
the magnetism even farther. The 
role of Tess Harding was cut to 
her measurements and she fits it 
•11 the way.
Woman of the Year is good be­
cause it has Tracy, as fully suited 
to the part of Sam Craig as his 
Co-star is to hers. He is as like­
able. as human as he has ever been, 
•nd  much more effective than in 
the greater share of his ambitious 
dramatic efforts. If Hepburn is 
the only person who could have 
put across the line "I thought you
Berry Speaks Before 
Mathematics Group
Andrew Berry, associate profes­
sor of mathematics at Lawrence 
college, will speak before the Wis­
consin section of the Mathematics 
Association of America at its annual 
meeting in Oshkosh on Saturday, 
May 2. The title of Mr. Berry's 
speech will be “The Normal Law 
and Probability.**
might want to kiss me goodbye.” 
Tracy is the only one who could 
have kissed her as he did.
Of the scenario and direction of 
Woman of the Year, I will say but 
little. The dialogue is completely 
intelligent and believable, the sit­
uations are largely the same. Sam 
Craig is not the Don Amechc brand 
of newsman, or anybody else’s 
brand. He's just a newspaperman. 
He doesn’t get drunk, or stop the 
presses, or even get a scoop. Tess 
Harding is suggestive enough of the 
one and only Dorothy Thompson 
to appear quite real. The only 
flaw in her character development 
came in the last scene, when she 
made such a mess of her husband's 
breakfast. The fact that a woman 
of keen intelligence, well-travelled, 
well-read, would have no idea in 
the world of the proper method of 
lighting a gas stove, or the tech­
nique of toasting bread, seems a 
little hard to swallow. At other 
points in the picture, it seemed 
that extraneous incidents might de­
tract from the whole, but happily 
the pace set at the beginning en­
dured.
Good Luck Vikes
W h i t e  C o a t s
For Your Summer
F O R M A L S
$9.75
FA R R A N D ’S T ailor Shop
326 E. College Ave.
Sports Calendar
Apr. 25—TRACK: Carroll There 
Apr. 25—TENNIS: Carroll There 
Apr. 25—GOLF: Carroll There 
Apr. 30—GOLF: St. Norbert
Here
May 1—TRACK: Beloit Relays 
There
May 2—GOLF: Ind. State Teach­
ers Here 
May 5—TRACK: Kipon Here 
May 5—TENNIS: Ripon Here 
May 5—GOLF: Ripon Here 
May 7—GOLF: St. Norbert
There
May &—TRACK: Midwest Con­
ference
Championships Monmouth 
May 9—TENNIS: Midwest Con­
ference
Championships Monmouth 
May 9—GOLF: Midwest Confer­
ence
Championships Monmouth
You can serve your country best by 
acting on this new Navy Plan now!
Y OU WANT to figh t for your country! Are you willing to 
work for it? To toughen yourself
- - ycmentally for a real job in the 
United States Navy? If you are»
physically? To train yourself 
i°
the N avy wants you to enlist now. 
You don’t have to quit college. 
You can stay in college, continue 
your studies to prepare for active 
duty in the air or on the sea.
And your college will help you 
do it! In cooperation with, the 
Navy, it offers all freshmen and 
sophomores who are seventeen 
an4 not yet twenty, special train­
ing that may win for you the cov­
eted Wings of Gold of a Naval 
Aviation Officer or a commission 
as a Deck or Engineering Officer.
Now to Become an GiHcer 
To get this special Navy training,
Sou enlist now as an Apprentice eaman. Then you may continue 
in college, but you will include 
special courses stressing physical 
development, mathematics and 
physics. After you successfully 
complete 14 calendar years in 
college, you will be given a classi­
fication test.
Aviation Officers 
If you qualify by this test, you
may volunteer to become a Naval 
Aviation Officer. In this case, you 
will be permitted to finish the sec­
ond calendar year of college work 
before you start your training to 
become a Flying Officer.
However, at any time during 
this two-year period, you may 
have the option to take immedi­
ately the prescribed examination 
for Aviation Officer... and, if suc­
cessful, be assigned for Aviation 
training. Students who fail in 
their college courses or who with­
draw from college will also hava 
the privilege of taking the Aviation 
examination. Applicants who fail 
to qualify ip this test will be or­
dered to active duty as Apprentice 
Seamen.
Deck or Engineering Officers 
Those who qualify in the classifi­
cation test and do not volunteer
for Aviation will be selected for 
training to be Deck or Engineer­
ing Officers. In that case, you will 
continue your college program 
until you receive your bachelor’s 
degree, provided you maintain the 
established university standards.
Those whose grades are nothigh 
enough to qualify them for Deck 
or Engineering Officer training 
will be permitted to finish their 
second calendar year of college. 
After this, they will be ordered 
to duty as Apprentice Seamen« 
but because of tneir college train­
ing, they willhaveabetter chance 
for rapid advancement. At any 
time, if a student should fail in 
his college courses, he may be 
ordered to active -duty as an 
Apprentice Seaman.
Pay starts with active duty.
I t ’s a real challenge! It*s a real 
opportunity! Make every minute
count by doing something 
this new Navy plan today. about
D O N ’T W A IT ...A C T  TODAY
1. Take this announcement to  the Dean of your college.
2. Or go to the nearest N avy Recruiting Station.
3. Or m ail coupon below for FREE BOOK giving fu ll details.
U. S. Navy Recruiting Bureau, Div. V-l 
30th Street and 3rd Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Please send me your free book on the Navy Officer training plan for college 
freshmen and sophomores. I am a student □, a parent of a student □ who 
is________ years old attending___________ College
Name_
Address_
